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Preparing Your Students for Productive Writing Center Sessions 
 

Here are things you, as an instructor, can do to shape students’ ideas about the writing center in 

productive ways: 

 

• Recommend the writing center to all the students in your class—not just to those you feel 

might be at risk. 

• Explain how all writers need readers and feedback and that the writing center is an excellent 

place to get those things.  

• Discuss the importance of talking about writing (from ideas to drafts) for most writers.  If this 

is especially true for you, give examples from your own experience. 

• Emphasize that writers can come to the center at any stage of the process—from 

brainstorming to proofreading a final draft.   

• Encourage students to figure out when in their writing process, they might most need a tutor. 

• Talk about the writing center in collaborative terms.  For example, avoid telling students to go 

to the writing center “to get your essay edited.”  Instead, recommend that students go to the 

center “to talk with a tutor about editing strategies” or “to work with a tutor to improve your 

essay at the sentence level.” 

• Avoid, if possible, requiring students to visit the writing center.  Writers who are forced to use 

the center are often extremely resistant to the process and that can make a tutor’s job even 

more difficult. 

• If you would like to offer students some sort of extra credit for using the center, consider 

making some stipulations that push the writer to fully engage in the process.  For example, 

students must visit the writing center at least two days before the assignment is due (or 

earlier, if the assignment is a lengthy one) and/or they must write a short reflection (even just 

a paragraph) about how they changed their essay after working with a tutor.   

• Remind students to come to the session prepared—with the assignment sheet, sources, any 

rubrics, other materials, etc. 

• If you recommend the writing center to a student, try to be specific about what you think the 

student needs to work on.  Instead of simply saying or writing, “Go to the Writing Center,” 

give the student (and the tutor) a sense of where you think the student needs help or 

practice.   

• Bring your class down to the Writing Center for a short 10-minute orientation.  This is a 

chance for the student to see our space and for us to explain how the writing center works. 


